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I. Semantic analysis vs. cognitive function approaches

• In the semantic-analysis approach to philosophical problems, you try
to solve them by giving a theory of the meaning of some class of
expressions.

(For instance, to make sense of modality—the subject area that in-
cludes possibility, necessity, counterfactuals and dispositions—philo-
sophers from C. I. Lewis on worked on modal logics, and once they
had model theories for the logics, treated them as the key to explaining
the coulds, would’ves and so on.)

• In the cognitive-function approach to philosophical problems, you try
to solve them by figuring out what an intellectual device (such as
representing something as possible or as necessary) does for you.

II. Why is modality philosophically puzzling?

Consider a business concept due to David Finkelstein, the Counterfac-
tual Psychic Hotline: you call the 1-900 number, and for $4.95/min., the
Counterfactual Psychic tells you, not (as with other psychic hotlines) what’s
going to happen in the future, but what would have happened, if you had
made a different choice.

• On the one hand, people would pay: it makes all the difference in the
world what would have happened.

• On the other hand, you could get away with it: since you never see
what merely would have happened, but only what does happen, it
makes no difference what the Counterfactual Psychic says.

The puzzle to which philosophical treatments of modality are responsi-
ble: How can something that makes no difference at all make all the differ-
ence in the world?



III. The evolutionary just-so argument that modality makes a difference

1. Modal cognition takes up a great deal of time, energy and attention
that could be devoted to other matters.

2. If modality really didn’t make a difference, someone who spent less
time, energy and attention on it would have greater adaptive fitness
than his reproductive competitors.

3. Other things equal, adaptive fitness drives natural selection.

4. So if modality really didn’t make a difference, at this point we shouldn’t
expect to see a lot of modal cognition.

5. Modal cognition is pervasive.

6. Modality must make a big difference.

. . . and some back and forth:

• That ‘other things equal’ at (3) covers a lot : drift, path-dependence
and much else. The ability to hear music hasn’t been selected out
of the population; why should the ability to think modally inflected
thoughts be any more likely to vanish than music?

• If you get rid of the ability to hear music, the upshot is someone who
isn’t very musical, but is otherwise normal. If you get rid of modal
cognition, you get someone who—for instance—couldn’t so much as
understand the argument above.

IV. The Positivist (i.e., Comtean, not logical positivist) objection to
necessity

1. Necessity is marked by locutions such as “got to” or “has to”.

2. The force of the necessity is conveyed by verbal emphasis—by saying
“It’s got to happen,” rather as though you were trying to lay an egg.

3. Having to fall back on intonation to convey content is a sure sign that
there is no content.

4. There’s no such thing as necessity.

My own tentative diagnosis: people also try to explain “real” by making
egg-laying noises, and J. L. Austin showed how to avoid the conclusion that
“real” is a word we should simply delete. We should consider a treatment
of necessity that resembles Austin’s treatment of “real”. . . in some respects.



V. A Cognitive-Function Hypothesis about Necessity

• Attention is a scarce cognitive resource.

• If we didn’t have ways of marking what it’s worth (and not worth)
paying attention to, we’d have to invent them.

• If you know that something is necessary, you know that you can ignore
the alternatives (for the purposes of reasoning).

• Hypothesis: the primary function of necessity is to mark the bound-
aries within which your attention can be confined.

VI. A Natural-History Frame for the Cognitive-Function Hypothesis

• Human beings exhibit a highly articulated form of division of labor.

• Human division of labor is flexible: it changes from time to time (we
used to have people who specialized in collecting whale blubber, but
not any more); moreover, individual humans can move from special-
ization to specialization.

(A label for the previous two points: human beings are serial hyper-
specializers.)

• Consider a proto-human primate species that exhibits only a cruder
form of division of labor: there are only a few ways for it to specialize,
and these are unchanging. (Because this primate species does not
exist, let’s call it Piltdown Man.)

• Over time, we can expect natural selection and cultural evolution to
optimize Piltdown Man’s systems of representation: eventually, what
Piltdown Men don’t need to notice will simply be invisible to them.

• Necessity (says the current hypothesis) marks states of affairs that you
can represent as to-be-ignored.

• The contrast allows us to see our attention management devices (such
as necessity) as driven by the flexibility required by the serial-hyperspec-
ialization strategy:

1. because serial hyperspecializers explore novel niches, they need
to be able to notice features of their environment that eventually
they will be able to ignore



2. because serial hyperspecializers need to be able to communicate
with differently specialized agents, they will have lexicons that
allow them an expressive range greatly outrunning what it’s prof-
itable for any such specialized agent to pay attention to

VII. Some Consequences of the Hypothesis

• If necessity is attention-management signage, then the question of
what’s necessary is always a practical question: what is it no longer
worth paying any attention to?

• If modal intuitions about necessities are internalized attention man-
agement signage (reflecting where our ancestors placed the signs), then
treating them as input to a theory of what’s necessary (understood as
a matter of metaphysical fact) is roughly on a par with someone tak-
ing one-way-street signs to be inputs to a philosophical theory of the
intrinsic, metaphysical one-wayness of the street.

• The better we understand an environment, the safer it is to mark
features of it as no longer needing our attention; so, other things equal,
we should expect necessity to be progressive: more and more facts will
become necessary.

(But only other things equal: Kuhnian scientific revolutions are an
example of how necessities can get rolled back.)

• Policies to manage attention to policies to manage attention to poli-
cies. . . will be rare, and more than a few iterations will be very rare.
So expressions containing arbitrarily many iterated modal operators
normally represent nothing. The model theory for modal logic outruns
its subject matter.


